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Customer Solution Case Study

Country or Region: Alberta
Industry: Oil and Gas
Customer Profile:

Alberta Tubular Products
is a privately held
company, which supplies
premium
quality
oil
country tubular goods
(OCTG),
line
pipe,
polyethylene pipe and
float equipment primarily
to the oil and gas industry.
Situation:

The inventory management
took several days to enter
and was prone to errors
which left the ERP lagging
several days on the real
stock position. This meant
that ATP incurred a loss of
several million dollars a
year simply from interest
payments against stock not
reflected in the system.
Solution:

- Reduced need for loan
capital due to better
stock visibility
- Reduced need for
human intervention in
the stock import process
- Reduced errors in the
stock entry

Alberta Tubular is a privately held
company, founded in 1989, which
supplies premium quality oil country
tubular goods (OCTG), line pipe,
polyethylene pipe and float equipment
primarily to the oil and gas industry. As
the largest, independent supplier of
OCTG in Western Canada ATP are able to
procure goods on the open market from
their well-established supply network.
Their manufacturing suppliers are
strategically located across Canada and
south of the border in Oklahoma
providing them the depth required to
compete internationally on price, volume
and geographic location.
The stocking points are strategically
located throughout Alberta, British
Columbia and Saskatchewan, Canada.
The
shipping infrastructure provides
quick, easy access to product and safe,
expedient transport to any region in
Canada and the US.
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Overview

Problem (Situation)
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ATP is an Oil and Gas Pipelines company specializing in piping
and pipe related products in Calgary Canada. ATP’s warehouses
are outsourced to 3rd Party vendors who manage the inventory
and handle shipping. Stock movement from these warehouses is
consolidated on a daily basis and sent to ATP where it is
interpreted and imported into the company ERP - Sage Adonix
X3. Several warehouse management firms are involved in the
process with various systems and file formats used to track the
stock movement.
This import took several days to enter and was prone to errors
which left the ERP lagging several days on the real stock
position. This meant that ATP incurred a loss of several million
dollars a year simply from interest payments against stock not
reflected in the system.
Solution
Allied consultants engaged ATP to conduct a detailed analysis of
the various systems and parties involved. The evaluation
included an evaluation of:

-

The systems and protocols involved
The semantics and schematics of the files produced by
the these systems
The business process and business rules involved in the
import process in ATP

Allied developed an Integration Portal that allows business
users to view and correct data received from the Yards and
then submit it to Sage. The system checks for new data every
5 minutes from the Yards and attempts to validate the data
for submission to Sage.
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One of the major challenges with Yard data is the bad quality of
data. For example the Yards may send “ALBERTA TUBULARS”
when referring to a sage entity named “Alberta Tubular
Products Limited”. A custom developed learning module was
developed to enable the system to do a fuzzy match between
the two and determine that they mean the same thing. If
suitable corrections could not be made, the system raised the
data for correction to the users. The system was designed to
learn from any corrections so that a correction once made by
users was remembered by the system for future references for
that customer. Middleware services also ensured that stock
records were processed in order and that a stock out
movement related to a stock in movement were treated in the
correct order.
An SOA oriented middleware is envisioned with BizTalk acting
as the common services hub. BizTalk services exposed
standardized middleware web services that current yards and
future systems could use to load data into Sage. Business and
transformation rules along with business processes
implemented in BizTalk ensured that a central normalized view
was available throughout the enterprise and all its systems.
An add-on Sage Adonix X3 enabled services to be exposed for
all objects and sub-programs available within Adonix. This
enabled almost all the functionality available within Sage to be
available to external integration via the service bus.
Benefits
ATP expects to save xx million dollars in the current financial
year by the introduction of the system. The benefits were
drawn primarily from:
- Reduced need for loan capital due to better stock visibility:
The need for revolving loans is reduced because of better
visibility of inventory.
- Reduced need for human intervention in the stock import
process: The import process required 6-7 people a week to
import stock movement data from all the warehouses into
the system. After the introduction of the system, the process
takes about 20 minutes.
- Reduced errors in the stock entry
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Allied Consultants is world-class Business Intelligence,
Application Integration, Mobile & Web development
solutions vendor. We aim to empower teams with practical
knowledge and advanced skills in order to boost productivity.
Since 2001, Allied Consultants has been involved in
Technology consulting, focusing largely on the Microsoft
sector. The company is currently working for a diverse array
of industries including the

For More
Information

Allied Consultants

To access information
about Allied Consultants
services visit the website:
www.alliedc.com

Solutions and
Services
• Enterprise Application
Integration
• Business Intelligence
• Portals
• Mobile Development

• Web 2.0
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•
•
•
•

Software
Finance
High tech manufacturing and
Retail sectors

serving a diverse array of Clientele, ranging from Startups to
Enterprise customers.
We use, BizTalk, a versatile platform for building business
process automation and integration solutions. In addition, it
serves developers’ connectivity needs through the following
services.

The Service Bus which connects services and
applications across network boundaries to help developers
build distributed applications.

The Access Control Service which provides federated,
claim-based access control for REST Web services.
Integration Methodology: Our Integration practice deals
with projects in the EAI (Internal Integration of applications),
B2B (Integration with external sources) and Workflow based
Integration scenarios.
Offshore Methodology: We follow a solution methodology
heavily derived from the Microsoft Solutions Framework
(MSF). We converge its templates and guidance for each
practice area and combine checkpoints for optimal onshoreoffshore execution.

